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huggingface.co/course/

NLP with Transformers

https://huggingface.co/course/chapter1
https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/natural-language-processing/9781098103231/
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Image credit: Lin et al (2021)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.04554.pdf
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Masked LM

Autoregressive LM

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2106.04554.pdf
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Image credit: Chen et al (2020)

Image credit: Dosovitskiy et al (2020)

Image GPT (iGPT)

https://cdn.openai.com/papers/Generative_Pretraining_from_Pixels_V2.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.11929.pdf


DALL-E by OpenAI

Multimodal document search by Jina

https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
https://github.com/jina-ai/jina/blob/master/.github/pages/hello-world.md
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- 50+ Model architectures

- Used by more than 5,000 companies

- Simple API across all architectures
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The Hub:

- Largest hub of ready-to-use datasets

- 1000+ Datasets available

- 450+ languages and dialects supported
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The python library:

- Load any dataset in one line

- Supports huge datasets without RAM limitaDons

- Fast iteraDons and querying
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- Python API

- Simple mixin for your PyTorch Module

- Supports Transformers, AllenNLP, Asteroid, Spacy, 

Timm …



Transformers Model Hub
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Inference API

Other deployment op1ons
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Currently supported:

- Training

- Evalua6on

- CPU, GPU, Mul6 GPU, TPU, Mixed 

precision

- AWS Sagemaker

Upcoming:

- Horovod

- FairScale

- DeepSpeed

- Others? 🤗
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bigscience.huggingface.co/

https://bigscience.huggingface.co/


One-year research workshop on large mul4lingual datasets 

and large language models

Analogy with the Large Hadron Collider at CERN:

- has involved 10,000+ researchers

- from 100+ countries

- lead to the discovery of 59 hadrons

- publicaEon of more than 2,800 papers (😱)

In many scienEfic fields (epidemiology, space, fusion…), large-scale and worldwide research 

collaboraEons create tools useful for the enEre research community, like the  LHC, ITER, ISS…

Isn’t it (me to build similar large, diverse, open research collabora(ons in AI/NLP as well?



Research

• Models not designed as general research tools 

• Difficult involvement of academic researchers

• Lack of fields diversity of the research teams building them

Environmental

• Training parallel models in private seGng => duplicaJon of energy 

requirements

• Carbon footprint not documented/taken into account

Ethical and societal

• Shortcomings in the text corpora used to train these models

• Ethical/bias/usage quesJon are usually asked a-posteriori



• Cumulated peak performance of 28 Pflop/s with a total of 2696 Nvidia V100 GPUs



- 🐣 Early 2021: Discussions between Thomas Wolf (HuggingFace), Stéphane 
Requena (GENCI) and Pierre-François Lavallée (IDRIS)

- 👪 Very quickly: Science team of HF + many members of the French academic 
and industrial AI and NLP research communities joined the discussion to 
further develop the project leading to the grant application

- 📝 February 2021: Grant application for 5 million GPU hours

- 🌐 Following the grant submission: open/extend to international research 
community

- 🛠When the project reached 200+ participants: the organization of the 
project started to take shape and to adopt the structure of a research 
workshop

- 🚀 19/04: Grant accepted -- first half of the project

- 🌸 28/04: Kickoff event + project becomes public



- Large models + large datasets: exhibit intriguing and quite surprising behaviors from a 
research point of view

- Raise many research ques=ons across many fields/subfields of AI/NLP:
- Fundamental:

- limits of what can be done with purely sta=s=cal and text-based approaches?
- no=on of what is an NLP task and what is the rela=on between a task and a 

dataset
- Bias/fairness:

- no=on of bias and its rela=on to the dataset and training objec=ves
- representa=veness and stereotypes
- memoriza=on versus generaliza=on and personal informa=on memoriza=on

- Environmental impact and carbon footprint
- And so many others (interpretability, rela=on to cogni=ve processes, use in 

linguis=cs…)



● General Advisor (Steering CommiRee member):

○ role - give general scien-fic/organiza-on advice - everyone here is in the SC by default
○ &me commitment - light - reading a newsle<er every 2 weeks - giving feedback/advice

● Join a Working Group (Organizing CommiRee member)
○ role - join one of the Working Groups to advise or parJcipate (code, research...)
○ %me commitment - medium - depends on the chosen WG

● Chair/co-Chair a Working Group (Organizing CommiRee member)
○ role - the chairs are responsible for providing the minimal amount of work necessary for having a 

barebone version of the task. If WG members are acJve, the chairs can mostly coordinate the effort and 
organise the decision process.

○ %me commitment - more significant - depends on the chosen WG

● A Workshop a9endant joining live events or some community events (tbd)
○ role - parJcipaJng in the collaboraJve task following guidelines by the WG
○ %me commitment - free - up to the aRendant - open to anyone, beginners, people outside of the research 

fields, etc… - very accessible




